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THE PERFECT HOLIDAYLAND
by

R. A. Langford
Around five million people spend their holidays in

Switzerland every year. They come from all parts of the
earth; they come by plane, by train, by road; they come in
summer and in winter — for a robust sporting holiday, or
for rest and relaxation. But wherever they come from, and

(P/jo/o ; Swiss Mï/io/mZ Town's/ Office)

whatever they come for, they can find just what they had
in mind — their heart's desire, the perfect holiday. This is
not hyperbole, but plain statement of fact. For the Swiss
scene is kaleidoscopic in its variety. Trim, peaceful villages
and towns down in the valleys; placid lakes set amid white-

capped Alpine peaks; the austere realm of glaciers and
eternal snows; gay resorts of all sizes and at all altitudes;
facilities for summer and winter sports of every imaginable
kind (one can, in fact, choose one's climate in Switzerland);
good roads for the motorist, and comfortable, inexpensive
travel on one of the finest railway systems in the world; the
joy of exploration off the beaten track; excellent hotels in
every price range — these are, in broad outline, the
attractions which have earned Switzerland the name of the
World's Playground.

* * *

In whatever part of Switzerland you may decide to
spend your vacation, of one thing you can be sure : there
will always be something out of the ordinary to see or do.
Each district has its own folklore and its colourful festivals,
which differ greatly in character according to whether the
population is German-, French-, Italian-, or Romanish-
speaking, for each cherishes its typical way of life.

Nowhere else in the world is such a wealth of diversity
and contrast to be found within so small a compass as in
Switzerland. Every type of climate and scenery, from ice-
bound Arctic to subtropical Mediterranian, is represented
in this Alpine country so compact that it can be traversed
in any direction by rail or road between breakfast and tea.
Between the giant spur of the Matterhorn, whose summit
is the goal of every ambitious Alpine climber, and the
warm waters of the southern lakes, the visitor has a choice
of over two hundred resorts, large and small, each with its
tempting attractions.

Wherever you go in Switzerland, hospitable folk are
waiting to make you welcome. It makes no difference
whether you reserve a suite at a luxurious Grand or Palace
Hotel in one of the most fashionable resorts, or put up at
a modest village inn; everywhere you will find friendly,
efficient hosts who take pride in upholding their national
tradition of hotel-keeping — and above all in showing off
the excellent standard of their cuisine and cellar.

* * *

The only disadvantage of a Swiss holiday is that it is
never long enough : the precious days, each one brimful
of enjoyment, slip by like a flash and there is too little time
left for exploring that other Switzerland, just as fascinating,
which forms the background of life as the Swiss themselves
live it. Their cities, just as diverse in character as the
natural scenery of their country, are ancient centres of
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European culture and holiday resorts in their own right:
go-ahead Zurich, bustling and cosmopolitan; leisurely
Berne, the Federal capital, with its old-world arcades and
fountains; lovely Geneva, with its glorious expanse of lake
and many international associations; warm-hearted
Lausanne, full of charm and character; stately Basel,
Queen of the Rhine; historic St. Gall, ancient seat of
learning and culture; the sunny twins, Lugano and Locarno,
romantic and colourful.

Yes, Switzerland is the perfect holidayland.

THE PERSONAL TOUCH—that's what counts
For a// fraoe/s—Fy /anJ sea ant/ air

let A. GAN DON make your reservations
Tickets issued at Station Prices • no booking fee

HOWSHIP TRAVEL AGENCY
188, Uxbridge Road - Shepherds Bush-W.I2

Telephones: SHE 6268/9 and 1898
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THE
ANGLO-SWISS INSURANCE &

REINSURANCE AGENCY LTD
m co//a6orat/on wiY/i

THE SWITZERLAND GENERAL INSURANCE

CO. (LONDON) LIMITED

British subsidiary of the Schweiz Allgemeine

Versicherungs-Aktien-Gesellschaft, Zurich, are at

your service in connection with all insurance

matters. The " Switzerland " have a world-wide

organisation and are well informed regarding

present day business conditions in many parts of

the world. If you have any enquiries please do

not hesitate to approach us at

29/30, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

Telephone : CHAncery 8554 (5 lines)

SWISSAIR EXTENDS THIRD FLIGHT WEEKLY
TO JAPAN

Swissair will extend its third weekly Far East flight
to Tokyo in September with the introduction of Convair
880-M jetliners on the Far East route. At present the
Sunday flight terminates in Hong Kong, while the Tuesday
and Friday flights terminate in Tokyo.

The extension follows the successful conclusion of
recent talks in Tokyo between the Japanese authorities
and representatives of the Swiss Federal Air Office and
Swissair.

Fly to
Geneva

and take a delightful Autumn holiday by the
glittering lakeside. Another Autumn attraction is the
Comptoir Suisse at Lausanne (within easy reach of
Geneva Airport) September 9-24.
You have more time to spend on your holiday when
you fly swiftly and smoothly by SWISSAIR. World-
renowned Swissair cuisine and friendly hospitality
make you feel at home the moment you step aboard.
Swissair fly to Geneva twice daily —
morning departures with First and Tourist class —

and five nights weekly.

lV/g/;r 7"ouràl //ig/iij- /rom London /rom £20. 70s.
return.
f/A-Sw/tzer/and_/7ig/i/s in nssori'an'on w/M S£X

BOOK THROUGH YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

EUROPE ; AFRICA MIDDLE EAST FAR EAST USA S.AMERICA

O/pcesJf in [i London Manchester G/asgow ß/rm/nghom Dub/in
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there's variety and

Ribbons
ffl W* Everyone wants these wonderful ribbons manufactured

by Selectus Limited. They are made in a host of traditional
£ and fashion colours and in many qualities - plain and fancy, in

Nylon, "Terylene" and Rayon. Ask for Panda and be sure of the best

SELECTUS LIMITED ' BIDDULPH, STOKE-ON-TRENT.

WHOLESALE
AND SHIPPING

Telephone—Biddu/ph 33/6-7
Te/efrom»—SÜMCtMS, Stoko-or»- Trent
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